LAMONSTER MAGIC MIRRORS

Go to lamonstergarage.com for install video.

FROM THE BIKE: 4pc set
1. Remove mirror from the bike.
2. Remove the 2 lower mounting pins on bike.
3. Build each magnet, On the 6mm screw place the small washer, magnet & large washer. (Important to follow this order.)
4. Install each 6mm screw in place of OEM hardware previously removed.
5. Insure that the top magnet does not set on the body panel tab.

AT THE MIRROR:
1. Remove the 2 lower plastic clips from mirror.
2. Use the same hardware to install the metal plates.
3. Make sure the screws are recessed in the plate for proper fitment of install.
4. Install mirrors and check for even fitment.

MAGNETS ARE EXTREMELY FRAGILE DURING THE INSTALL PROCESS!
WHEN INSTALLING THEM DO ONE AT A TIME AND MOST IMPORTANT DO NOT PUT THEM BY EACH OTHER ONCE SEPARATED FROM PACKAGING THEY WILL BREAK IF THEY SNAP BACK TOGETHER.